
Optimized motion solutions
by STXI, your trusted partner.



STXI Motion is a global engineering 
company that designs and produces motion 
control and servo solutions. Our mission is to 
enable machine builders to focus on their core 
business by offering unmatched service, support, 
and systems in the field of industrial automation.

In partnership with Servotronix, STXI provides 
dedicated R&D to develop technologies and 
products paired with complementary solutions, 
that deliver optimized motion systems under a 
trusted brand and single ownership.

100% customer focus:
STXI Motion was founded with a mission to 
enable you to focus on your core business by 
offering better service, support, and integrated 
solutions. We continuously update, learn and 
train, in order to be the industry’s most effective, 
knowledgeable and client-oriented support 
team. 

Best of breed systems: 
We know and use the latest technologies and 
innovations available in the global marketplace, to 
create maximum machine efficiency and output 
quality, allowing you the lowest total cost of 
ownership. Our team will make sure you get a fully 
optimized motion solution, from a drive-motor set 
to a complete electromechanical motion system. 
Unified, tested, verified, and on-time.

Experience & expertise: 
With over three decades of application 
experience, we poses the knowhow of a motion 
powerhouse. We have designed numerous 
motion control solutions that are tailored to 
customer needs in a wide range of industries. 
Our experience and engineering knowhow in 
the global market, and our ties to technology 
and channel partners, allow us to be your most 
effective motion partner.

100% customer focus Complementary 
products and solutions

System optimizationStrong partnership with 
Servotronix R&D

Optimized motion solutions
by STXI, your trusted partner.
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Our journey

Industries

1987-1995

Founded by Dr. Ilan Cohen and a team of his 

best students, Servotronix designed the first 
48-axis PC motion controller and the first 
digital servo drive for leading OEMs.

1995-2009

Servotronix is the center of excellence for 

standard and custom electronics as part of 

Kollmorgen, merging into Danaher Motion in 2000.

2017-2019

Forming a strategic alliance with Midea, 

Servotronix enhances its Robotic control 

solutions, launching its most innovative 

modular all-in-one robot control unit as the 

platform for its next generation industry 4.0 

solutions.

2019

Established as a global independent company for engineering 

and production of optimized motion solutions. With committed 

R&D and with full ownership for the design and manufacturing 

of Servotronix products with complementary solutions, STXI is 

your most effective motion partner.  

2010-2017

Reborn with an MBO, Servotronix develops its own 

disruptive product  portfolio - controller to encoder. 

Expanding its global presence and production 

capabilities, Servotronix becomes the motion partner 

of industry-leading machine builders and OEMs.

Local support teams

An experienced and dedicated team of motion experts is the 

pillar of our success. Our local service and support teams 

make sure our customers enjoy an effortless integration and 

ongoing support whenever and wherever needed.

Israel

Germany

USA

South 
Korea

Printing Electronics 
Assembly & 

Semiconductors

Packaging 
& Food

Industrial Robotics Intralogistics Machine Tools Display 
& Solar

Medical Equipment Textile
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APPLICATIONS

Production cell for electronics assembly 

Adjustable control solution featuring a motion 
controller and multifunctional servo drives 
that form a single interface to the customer’s 
different standard and customized mechanical 
configurations like PUMA, SCARA and STXI’s 
complete cartesian robots. 

Autonomous harvesting robot

Full design and production of a 5-axis custom 
cartesian system that replaces a PUMA robot. 
The new solution achieved 50% cost reduction 
and enlarged the picking range, whilst increasing 
overall throughput.

AGV 

Joint development of a custom Linux-based 
motion control hardware and software for a 600 
kg payload mobile robot.
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Edgebanding machine

Closed-loop steppers that replaced DC motors in 
edgebanders. Each edgebander employs 12-30 
axes that now achieve higher speed for the same 
torque (an increase from 40rpm to 200rpm).  
Additional benefits are dust environment IP54, 
no dirt maintenance due to a flat heat sink, and 
an aesthetic solution visible on the machine.

Compact industrial robots

Complete control solution for a compact line of 
Delta and Cartesian robots, achieving maximum 
performance with a compact motion controller 
and cabinet-less integrated stepper motors. 

Spine surgery robot

Custom servo drive and motion controller for 
a compact and cabinet-less high precision 
surgery robot.

30+ YEARS IN MOTION

PROVIDING APPLICATION-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
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PRODUCTS  
& SOLUTIONS:

Integrated axis solutions

Decentral drive units of closed loop motors 
and actuators with integrated gear, electronics 
and feedback. Ideal for low speed applications 
and for replacing pneumatic solutions. 

Linear stages

Off-the-shelf or customized linear stages, 
prefabricated with all supporting elements 
including position feedback, limit sensors, cable 
carrier, linear bearing/ guidways. High power 
density and dynamic, they are suited for high 
performance applications in machine tools, 
semiconductors, electronics assembly, test and 
inspection equipment, scanning and printing.

Cartesian and gantry systems

STXI offers fully-integrated gantry systems 
featuring two-axis synchronization, based on 
STXI linear servo motors, drives, motion controller 
and user interface. Our close attention to both 
product quality and customer requirements 
means STXI linear servo solutions reduce the 
time, effort and cost you spend on sourcing 
components, engineering, assembly and 
adjustments.
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MOTION CONTROLLERS

INTEGRATED MOTORS

SINGLE-TURN

LOW VOLTAGE SERVO 
DRIVES

HMI

CUSTOM 
SERVO DRIVES

TEACH PENDANT

MULTI-TURN

MEDIUM- HIGH VOLTAGE SERVO 
DRIVES

MACHINE CONTROL 
HW & SW

MOTORS

ENCODERS

SERVO DRIVES

PRO2 / PRHD2

softMC

CLVD/CDHD2 CDHD2

stepIM

sensAR

LINEAR MOTORS

SAFETY SIL2

LIC/LIL SIC

LINEAR STAGES

softTP Tablet softMI

Customized solutions: Our 
extensive experience and wide 
range of ready to-use software 
and hardware elements, are the 
building blocks for developing 

your ideal motion solution. From slight 
modifications to a full customization service 
to your R&D team, we can integrate any 
peripheral functionalities to simplify and 
optimize your design.
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in motion with

Trusted partner of:

Global HQ
STXI Motion Ltd.

21C Yagia Kapayim St.

Petach Tikva 4913020

Israel

Tel: +972-3-9273824

North America
STXI Motion Inc.

707 Augusta Drive

North Aurora, IL 60542

USA

Tel: +630-408-7033

Europe
STXI Motion GmbH

Dülkener Straße 5

41334 Nettetal

Germany

Tel: +49-2153-1299950

Korea
STXI Motion 

BIZ Tower # 1315,57-2

Heungan-daero 427 beon-gil

Dongan-gu, Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

(14059) South Korea

Tel: +82-31-8068-5604

www.stxim.com  | contact@stxim.com


